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Figure S1: Vaccination uptake across London in both GPs and pharmacies by administrative regions. a) Probability that vaccine dose was 
administered at a pharmacy, b) Overall uptake in pharmacies for eligible individuals in 2013-4. c) Vaccine uptake in eligible individuals 
over time in GPs (2010-5) and GP/Pharmacies combined (2013-5 only). Insets show distribution of respective measure



 

 
Figure S2: Map of administrative area of London (downloaded from Wikimedia with creative commons license). 



 

 
Figure S3: Opinions from pharmacy and GP surveys (I). Opinions from multiple choice answers about the pharmacy flu initiative as reported in the 
survey administered to pharmacists and GPs (Appendices A and B) which offered a list of beliefs with which they could agree or disagree. a) 
Reported benefits of (first four groups) and concerns over (final group) the initiative reported by both pharmacists and GPs, b) Pharmacist concerns 
over the lack of access to patient record data, c) GP concerns about the initiative. Error bars provide 95% confidence interval on results. 



 

 
 

 
Figure S4: Opinions from pharmacy and GP surveys (II). General sentiments regarding vaccination and the pharmacy initiative. Answers as reported 
in the surveys administered to GPs (yellow) and pharmacists (blue) (Appendices A and B). 



 
Figure S5: Time use data for pharmacy vaccine delivery. Time use data for flu vaccine administration in a pharmacy setting, reported in the pharmacy 
survey (Appendix A). 

 

 



 
Figure S6: Vaccine brand choice. Proportion of flu vaccine doses by brand as chosen for administration in the 2014/15 season by both pharmacists 
and GPs. 

 

 

 


